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FROM UN DER MY BRIM
Just after the September rain stann we had, I went for an
early evening hike out to the old corral and up to the
rnonumenL I avoided the trails and roads, avoiding, also, the
view to the west with a valley filled with houses. The last of
the cumulus clouds, pink against the purple sky, werc reaching
higher and higher as if they could only survive if they could
continue to LOuch !he sun's energy-filled rays. I wandered,
shinless. soaking in and greatly enjoying the cool beauty of
this false faIl dusk. There was beauty and wonders all around
me and I fe ll e:thilatated and filled with joy that words can
not express. As I looked east across the vast and varied
ridges of the Diablo Range, I thought how wonderful it would
be to spend a year or even six months. day and night Oul in
this beautiful place. What fantastic experiences there would
be.
But someone had already done this very thing··the
~WeaseI. H
Not since Native Californians lived freely in the
Diablo Range has anyone spent so much time so close to
nature.
I know what I e~perienced while following and looking for
him, bUI I can only imagine what great e~periences he must
have had...
~ I know people don ' t understand me.
This is such an
improvement on living in San Francisco. I just wish I didn't
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have to take from others but I have to eat I could be out of
this rain in a nicc warm place. but 1 would mi ss how
wonderful this spring stann is. How clean 1 feel. I don't
really want to take peoples food but. but. . .iI'S necessary.
Traveling all night at least kept me warm; the sun is coming
up; I' ll rest here. 1 guess 1 wouldn ' t be so cold if I wasn't so
wet. What a beautiful nower; I wonder what it is. It has 5
bright orange pans with yellow a1 their botlOms--the pans look
like elf ha1S; and long yellow things dangling down--anthers I
think. Look a1 the Uny hairs on the nower. How wonderful,
A hummingbird! I wonder how many people have watched a
hummingbird feed from only inches away. naturally. lhe way
it should be, undisturbed on a wild nower that matches the
bird's beauty. Its wings move tOO quickly to see. Its feathers
are so fine and delicate. Its tiny eye is filled with life. The
red on its head and throat glows brighter than ncon·-there it
goes oIT like the wind, like a spirit ~Wow! For just a
second it pulled me away into eternity."
"The Weasel's tracks again--looks to be (wo days old··they
were made during Tuesday's rain storm. He laid down here.
I wonder why here? II must have been wet and cold. All
right! Aguilegia formosa variety truncata--Co lumbine! I have
fo rgotten how beautiful lhese nowers are. Sometimes I lhink
I learn too much about things in nature and loose lhe simple
enjoyment of just experiencing them. A hummin$bird feeding
on the very nower I'm looking at--what a special treat.
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Anna's Hummingbird--yes Anna's, its Ole only one around
here with thai red head and throal-boy is il bright. I bet it
comes every day at the same time lO this same flower for the
short time this flower lives. Off it goes with such speed.
Gone from sighl in only seconds but some where il is sti ll
moving. I wish I could follow it.~
"Full again and finaJly it 's warm enough at nighl 10 slccp
comfortably, but the days are 100 hot lO waJk very far and
these flies around my ears are so annoying. Ils gelting hot,
must be near noon . At least I've made it to the lOp of the
ridge, There's a tree to sit under and catch the breeze in the
shade. Only a coke lO drink and iLS hOl Wow, whal a
gigantic bird, and it's going to land in the D'ee just above my
head. Maybe if I stay still il won't flyaway. It's so big it
must be an eagle. 1 never knew they were so big. It looks
like it could aJmost carry me off. Its neck shines in the sun
and looks like gold. ILS bright yellow claws are so big it
could wrap them around my arm and its beak is so large and
the hook on the end looks like it could tear apan elepham
hide. I think il sees me. It must see me, how intimidating.
It seems to be looking through me--Iike my third grade
teacher used to look at me when I did something wrong.
There it goes. Only about a minute since it took off and it
has risen so quickly that it is almOSt ou( of sight--now its
diving off to some other ridge to the west. It is so frcc, so
strong, in command of all it can see. J wish I had lhat
strenglh and freedom in my life."
-His tracks again--look to be only a day old--he sat under this
tree-oat least he wasn't lhirsty he had a coke to drink--I'll take
lhe can back , maybe we can get fm ger prinLS from it and find
out who the "Weaser is. A golden eagle. It was going to
!:l."'ld in :..':c !r-....c bet i.! :;cw ~e. I -.-,':::.1: ! h:!I:! tto.e tilTlC to sit
under this tree and have an eagle land close by so I could
really learn more about it and enjoy its majesty. They aJways
amaze me wilh their size and strength. They are true masters
of all they survey."
-lIS gelling cool again--faJl can't be too far off--It would be
nicc to be indoors at night. A coyote. I've seen many of
lhem but never one so close. An old timer once laid me that
the coyOle stands for truth--I wonder what he meant. It's
after that skinny squirrel. Good, the squirrel hid in that tall
grass. My gosh, the coyote caught it. How could it see the
squirrel hiding. I've never liked the idea of animals killing
other animals_ It seems so cruel. What's that? A car, no a
motorcycle. I had better hide in this brush patch. What's
that noise--a dog--They' re trying to catch me. I'll run down
the road, here's a side road lhat hasn't been used for years,
now lets see, off in this brush. Maybe J can make it down
that canyon--Oh no, a helicopter. I'll hide under this little
tree. They' ll never find me.. ."
~They said they've caught him; the dog found him. Lets get
over there. We sure got lucky to calch him. Look--that 's
great--he's wearing those boolS--I've been following those
tracks for months. \\'hal'S that going down the road over
there? A coyote--it has a squirrel in its mouth."
The ~Wcasel" (sometimes known as the Spam Bandit)
apparently rlJ'St staned living in the backcountry and breaking
into cabins for food back in early March and was caught on
August 30th. Cabins had been broken into over a couple
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hundred square mile area including Santa Clara and Stanislaus
counties. The capture was a joint effort with Santa Clara
County Sheriffs Department, Stanislaus County Sherifrs
Department, Santa Jose Search and Rescuc, California
Highway Patrol, and Stale Parks. Searchers were in vehicles,
in a helicopter, on foot, on horseback, on motorcycles, and
three dogs were used. After the two motorcycle units found
very fresh tracks west of Mi ssissippi Lake, Maury Tripp and
one of his bloodhounds followed the scent about a half mile
and found the suspect in a brush patch under a low tree. We
don't really know what went through his head for those six
months but he must of had some great experiences.
A thank you goes to three volunteecs who helped. Barbara
Bessy and Kevin Gilmartin searched for the ~WeaseI H aboul a
week before he was caught, and assisted in determining lhc
direction the Weasel had gone afler he had broken into the
Arnold Cabin for the second time. Bill Frazer assisted on the
day of the search, looking for tracks, standing by the phone in
the museum, and driving searchers out.

Barry
New Map of Cae Park
The Coe Advisory Trail Commiuee has been working on a
plan for the n-ail system in Cae Park for more than two years.
A plan for naming trails has been underway and was posted at
the park some time ago. The naming plan has been approved
by the District Superintendent and a new trail map of Cae is
underway based on this plan. The first draft of the map has
been reviewed and the maps should be available at the park
by the end of the year. This new map covers the whole park
and the sigI".5 to be installed over the next year will further
enhance the vaJue of this map. The cost of the canography
and printing was supported by the PRA.
Dave Hildebrand

Springs in Coe? Where are they? Who fixes them?
Water, waler everywhere, but not a drop to drink. There is
spring water in Cae, yet it is not always where and when you
want to find it. Many a time it goes underground, or it is
dripping through the cracks of rocks, bubbling to the surface
in remote canyons and hillsides. The Indians found the
springs: the ranchers developed them, and your spring
maintenance team is repairing and maintaining them.
A typical spring mainlenance day starts in the morning and
ends most times just after dusk. The days are a combination
of fun and frustration. Frustration in that after a long day of
repairing leaking pipes, you return to see that the pigs have
had a hay day in the mild and pipes you just repaired. The
spring boxes you want to clean out are surrounded by poison
oak, filled willi decayed leaves, grasses, branches and who
knows what??? You know what thai muck can smell and feci
likes! The muck goes slurp, slop, and splat off the shovel as
you lift il from the dark brown soup of the years
accumulation of the decayed leaves and dirt. Frustrations in
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trying to find the spring box hidden by the years of over·
growltl. We lenow it is somewhere in the vicinity as we c rawl
around with ear to the ground listening for gurgling or hissing
sounds, as compressed air is being forced up the pipe to lead
us to the source. Numb toes or sweaty faces, depending on the
lime of year, art: all part of the expenCllee in spring
maintenance at Cae.
Frustrations are many but with them come memories. Fun just
being in the park, laughter when we are covered in the smelly
muck, or our faces brushed with dusL Lunches taste so good
after a morning of work. We see smiles on faces of those we
meet, who ask ~Do you have any water~ ? We answer the
many questions as well as give updated information on the
eonditions of trails, water, and roads, or camping spots.
lbe
accomplishments,
friendship,
beautiful
sunsets,
wildflowers., budding trees, falling leaves, fog, rain, vistas of
the Sierras. fawns and their moms. the big proud bucks, pigs
and their pigJets, bob cats, birds ele... the list goes on ... as
does the fun and enjoyment of the spring projects.
There has been 10lS of work, money. time and patience on
behalf of the individuals who have spent energy locating,
cleaning and repairing the springs and water systems in the
park. Here is a brief list of the springs that the spring
maintenance team has worked on this year: Rat spring,
Cavialla spring, Bear spring, Rose spring, Upper and Lower
Canteen spring. Live Oak spring, Brem spring, Quail spring,
Board spring. Mississippi horse camp, Coit Camp and Coit
Rock spring system. White tank spring (Pachcco area). Wood
Choppers, Grapevine, Timm 's and the Cullen.
It is quite a list and perhaps you may nOl be familiar as to
their whereabouts. We hope you look them up on your map.
They are a welcome sight to the tired hiker, rider and biker,

1be spring maintenance team has been concerned for the
-.:1IdIifc aDd the users of the park. The spring team is: Ruby
"Dtnl!aD. Steve Knepper. Celia McCormack. If you arc
~ in the projccts please give one of us a call.
Celia McCormack

taking more and more time so the task of preparing the
newsletter is diffICult Joan Toth has volunteered to help. but
we still need someone 10 take on the whole responsibility o r
mak ing sure the Ponderosa continues. This job requires
someone who has access to the needed computcrs and printers
to prepare the newsleuer as well as making the Ponderosa gets
to the printer and in the mail. Some of the work can be done
at the park computer, but better printing capabilities than those
available there and lots of time and effort arc needed.
Dave Hildebrand
PRA Volunteer Award Nominations
The annual award for lhe outstanding volunteer is made each
year al the mandatory volunteer meeting. usually held in
February . lbe committee to select the candidateS arc the last
years recipient and the PRA Executive Secretary (Barry). Last
year Lee Sims was the PRA outstanding volunteer, so this
years commiuee is Lee and Barry. All PRA members should
consider if they know someone who is a truly outstanding
volunteer at Cae Park and make a nomination. You need 10 be
able to give good reasons why the nominee is uuly
outstanding and give this nomination 10 the committee in
writing. The final selection is made by the Board of Directors,
but the committee recommendations are most important.
Don Holmes

CaUiewoman of the year
A yv:u",,:.c, and P~A fficmbei" was r:.;cm1i· r:a...::A!
ft Cattlewo man of the Year' by the Santa Clara County
Caulewoman 's Association. Ruby Domino is an active
Volunteer, Horse Patrol member and a long time friend and
supporter of Cae Park. She is also involved in spring
maintenance in Cae Park, a member of the San Jose Museum
of An, Morgan Hill Historical Society. the National Wildlife
Fede ration and the Sierra Club .
Rub y was also recently made a Senior Volunteer at Cae Park
in recognition to her long devotion and service to Cae Park.

New Trail Guide
Volunteer Reimbursement

lbe Trail Guide of the Original Section of Cae Park by
Winslow Briggs has been one of the best sellers at the
museum. Winslow has recently completed a new revised
edition, updating the guide to reflect recent trail relocations,
construction and using the new trail naming plan developed by
the Advisory Trail Committee. This publication is at the
printers and will be available soon. Watch for it as it should
be another best seller.

SliD LookiDg For New Editor ror the Ponderosa
As of the end of the year I will flO longer be able 10 continue
as editor of the Ponderosa. After this time I will no longer
have the equipment to print the newsleu.cr and my job is
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On Occasion volunteers find themselves working on projects
which arc mutually beneficial to the PRA and Cae Park.
Examples include spring repair, display cases or museum
furni Shings.
These projects often require materials such as lumber, screws,
valves, etc. in order to be completed.. If you need materials,
please submit a list to the district office before beginning the
project and they can in most cases supply the items needed.
As stale purchasing procedures require that we purchase
materials on conu-act or from specific vendors, the parks
depanment cannot reimburse individual volunteers for out of
pocket expenses.
In an emergency, contact the district office and they can
probably arrange to supply the materials or replace ones of
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your own that you use. In no case, however, will volunteers
be reimbursed for out of pocket expenses.
Harry Batlin
Superintendent. Gavilan ML Disuict

Fish Trail Junction to Headquarters
At the beginning of the Fish trail, a sign infonns you that it is
2.4 miles to Cae Ranch Headquaners. Your route stans out by
heading southwest to the left, sweeping across a sloping
meadow (watch for yellow Mariposa lilies (Calachortus luteus)
in the late spring, long after the grasses have turned golden).
Continue through some small blue oaks past a small rock
outcrop, and soon the oaks are joined by manzanita. You cross
a small patch of meadow, enter again into manzanitas, this
time more dense, and soon make a broad switchback to the
right, the start of a long continuous descending traverse lhal
will eventually lead you to me Middle Fork of Coyote Creek..
You are soon back in an oak-meadow mixture, and shorti)'
cross a steep drainage. (NOI far from here we once stanled
three wild pigs.) You pass a few digger pines, and the woods,
now a mixture of live oak, black oak (sharply pointed leaf
lobes), and bay , close in on you. Anolher drainage is
followed by a slight climb, more manzanitas. and then the trail
resumes its irregular descent Deeper woods are followed by a
steep meadow patch to lhe right and a glimpse of the canyon
bottom not far away.
Soon mere is an abrupt transition into chaparral, complete with
man7..anita, chamise, and sage brush. Look back from here:
there is a nice view of the pines on Manzanita Point towering
far above the olher vegetation there. Continue on your way,
and a bit fanher along you'll enter a place where the trail
levels and passes through a glade of live oaks, the coolness
hinting of the canyon floor not far below (watch for poison
oak here). The trail then climbs slighlly into the open past a
couple of large boulders on the left before dropping gradually
back down through woodland to meet the stream. You are
now back on !.he Litlle Fork, having dropped about 400 feet
from Middle Ridge.
At the height of wildflower season, this descent can be
exceptionally beautiful. Blue is the predominant color: There
are two species of lupin (l.upinus); a showy brodiaca
(Brodiaea
pulchella);
common
linanthus
(l.inanthus
androsaceus); a delicate gilla (GiLia achillcaefolia); and a deep
blue-purple larkspur (Delphinium patens). Brilliant yellow
California buttercups (Ranunculus californicus) provide
dramatic contrast
The crossing of the Little Fork is itself delightful, particularly
if you enjoy sitting on large smoo!.h rocks with your bare feel:
in the water. Such a pause comes highly recommended ! The
ascent on the other side starts steeply up a left traverse (it can
be muddy), makes a couple of switchbacks, and then begins a
wandering climb throu'gh open forest somewhat different from
that which you just left Patches of meadow are covered with
buttercups. and the southeast-facing terrain is obviously
moister than the slope across the creek. There are many more
live oaks, an occasional bay tree, and some California buckeye
(Aesculus californicus).
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The California buckeye is one of !.he first lTCCS to give up
when water begins to run out in the summer months. Most of
the trees in Cae Park are adapted to gradually increasing water
stress. and can continue to do photoSyn!.hesis even when !.hing
get extremely hot and dry. The California buckeye does !.hings
differentl y. In the spring, il puts on an eXU'a\'agant flush of
new leaves, extremely large. and not well protccLed against
desiccation. Pretty soon it produces attractive spikes of
flowers. appearing in the distance as large numbers of great
white candles, and by autumn a few of the large fruits appear.
Under me rough greenish coats of these fruits are the
handsome shiny dark brown horse chcsmuts an inch or more
in diameter that are the seeds of this species. Just as soon as
the water situation gets slightly rough, however, anything
nuuitionally worth while in the leaves is withdrawn back into
the trunk, and the leaves dry up and are shed. The only
continuing action is fruit ripening, which is completed in the
fall . Otherwise, for practical purposes. the tree goes donnanl
until the next rainy season. Though this pattern is hardly
unusual - most non-evergreen treeS do it eventually - the
buckeye is !.he real coward and quitter: it can precede the
other species by as much as twO months!
Leaving the timid buckeyes to their fate. you continue to
climb in a sou!.herly direction , and then drop past some bright
yellow lupine (at least in April) into a small rocky side
canyon descending from the right. In the canyon bay, large
leaved maple (Acer macrophylla) and California buckeye are
all competing for the relatively sparse sunlight available. Four
quick steep switchbacks return you to a gradually climbing
traverse interrupted by an occasional descent, through woods
and meadow that can provide another unusual display of
wildflowers at the right time of year. The trail gradually
makes its way toward a grassy saddle in a spur ridge directly
ahead , and, along the moderate grade, you get an excellent
look at a very steep part of the face of Mjddle Ridge across
the canyon. After a couple of broad switchbacks, right and
lhen left, you come to the saddle itself. marked by a Y-shaped
oak tree with great balls of mistletoe on its trunk.
From the grassy saddle, the route heads gently down through
open meadows with scaltered oaks and pasl some exposed
rock to the left. It follows a watercourse (nole the deep green
rushes where there must be some water long after the
meadows have dried up) that eventually drops away out of
sight to the lefL You cross an abandoned fence line and swing
right for the final climb to the road between the Cae Ranch
Ranger Station and Manzanita Point (here part of !.he Pacheco
Route). As you swing gradual"'y to the right, take another look
at !.he pines on Manzanita Point, and a1 Willow Ridge
disappearing behind it. After about 100 yards. you are in a
deeply shaded canyon protected by live oaks and bay trees.
the air made fragrant by the latter. You are also climbing
slightly again. The trail up the canyon steepens a bil, then
relents. crosses a drainage coming in from the right. resumes
the climb. and fmally crosses the main stream to its south
bank.

After ascending through a tunnel of trees, their branches
overarching the way. the trail parts company with the stream
bed, climbing left to !.he meadows and bright sunshine of the
ridgetop and Arnold Field. About 100 yards to me left is the
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corral, and beyond it, Sada 's tree, the single landmark
ponderosa pine that provides the emblem of the Pine Ridge
Association. In a few yards, the route crosses the road, and
drop slightly to meet the trail back LO Headquaners (provided
you choose LO return by the Corral Trail rather than by the
Pacheco route which follows the road). Directly ahead is the
Springs Trail, to be explored on another day; the route back is
to the right
The trail home uaverses levelly across meadows sloping down
left, past some lovely soliWy oaks, and then swings right as
the meadow drops off more steeply to your left Note the deep
erosion gully below - and the California poppies and gilia in
the grass at your feeL Although you can see evidence of the
Cae Ranch ranger Station just ahead, you still have a
considerable distance to go. The trail abruptly enters a wooded
canyon. and then traces the outline of a stubby four-fingered
paw as it goes in and out of four consecutive drainages, all of
which can be running in the springtime. Between fingers one
and two is a meadow sloping up to a nice cliff fonnation, and
between fmgers two and three is another narrow steep
meadow above. Between fingers three and four the trail comes
abruptly out of forest and into chaparral - a mixture of
chamise and fragrant sagebrush - and just as abruptly re-enter
the forest It also does some gradual climbing over mOSt of
this stretch, particularly around the last finger of the paw (it is
actually the main canyon) before doubling back for the final
few hundred yards to Headquarters. At the LOp of a small rise
is the junction from which you flTSt headed toward the
monument earlier in the day, and below is the wooden
footbridge. Across and a few yards up is lIle welcome
drinking fountain.
Winsiow Briggs

New Name for Trail Committee
SeveraJ years ago the Henry W. Cae Advisory Trail
Committee was established to asses existing trails and facilities
in the park, develop a plan for future trail development and
facilitate volunteer involvement in trail building and
maintenance.
The committee has done an extraordinary job.
The function of the eommiuee is now being expanded and the
name is being changed to reflect their new role. The
committee will now be called the Henry W. Cae Advisory
Committee. The comminee will continue to be involved with
trail issues and. in addition. they will address broader parle
concerns.
The committee will represent a broad spectrum of park users
and their input will be invaluable during the coming exc iting
years of development 3J. Henry W. Coe State Park.
Harry Batlin
Superintendent, Gavilan ML Disuict

PRA Annual Barbecue

The annual AII-You-Can-Eat Barbecue was held on Sept 30,
with 300 happy eaters auending. The weather. especially
ordered for the day by Hersch Wright, lIle Barbecue Chair,
surpassed even his expecwions. The complex job of keeping
track of the many tickets was accomplished my Marion
Grunge, publicity by Nancy Filice, and the childrens activities
organized by Marge Snively. The success of the e vent as in
past years can be atuibuted to the many hours of effo rt by all
the volunteers.

Board Election

In the December newsleuer, lIle PRA will hold an election for
the Board of Directors. Three seats are open and there are
seven candidates for these seats. This year we are able to
present candidate statements earlier than previously. These
three sealS are presently held by Winslow Briggs, Don Holmes
and Jim Mason. The Board of Directors of the PRA makes
polky and deLCnnines how the PRA funds are spent It is
important for every member to carefully read the position
statements of the candidates and make a choice in December
based on these statements and other knowledge about the
candidates. They have taken the uouble to run and deserve
your careful consideration.

Barbara Bessey
J would Uke to solicit your support to become a ne w member
of the t-'RA Board of Directors.
w"hile I have been
backpacking in the park for more than five years, it was only
last year that I learned of and subsequently became a pan of
the volunteer program. I love the park and want LO become
even more involved with it As a new volunteer, I have
already devoted approximately 150 hours this year to staff the
museum , patrol the back country on fool, and assist some of
the senior volunteers in producing a training manual that will
be used with the next class of new volunteers this fall. I am
very interested in furthering the training of both myself and
others. To this end, I have independently taken classes and
field trips in subjects that will help me become a more
effective volunteer at Henry Coe State Park, such as bird
identification, animal traCking, and geology. As a member of
the PRA Board, 1 would like to continue to discover new
ways in which the community can become involved with the
park. My occupation consists of perfonning social science
research on grants and contracts; I would like to apply my
proposaJ-writing skills to help the Board seek outside sources
of funding to enhance the goals of the Pine Ridge
Association- namely, to enrich the public 's experience through
education and interpretation.
Thank: you for your support.
Barbara Bessey
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available for recreation, other interests such as ranchers or
miners could press for access to this ~u nderutilized resource~.

Winsklw Briggs
I have been active with the Pine Ridge Association since
1975. I have served on the Board of Directors roth recently
and in its early days (including a stint as chairperson at that
time). With my wife Ann , I have hiked every trail in the
original Coe Ranch, written detailed trails descriptions including a bit of natura] history for a published guide, and
have explored most of the rest of Coe Part. on fOOL We both
have been active since the summer of 1985 with the Henry
W. Coe Trails Advisory Committee, and have been deeply
involved with that committee in laying out a uails system,
applying to the state for construction funds (successful if the
governor will ever decide to sell the bonds involved),
developing detailed plans for providing trail signs for the park,
and preparing a new and accurate map. I love Coe Park, I
know it well (wthough lhere are still some special places I
have yet 00 learn), and I believe my experience can serve the
Association and Coe Park well.

Winslow Briggs

Nancy Felice

Therefore I support expansion of interpretive programs at Coo,
00 educate park visitors.
Specifica1ly, I would work to
determine the feasibility of rcstoring the Pacheco camp, and
using it as a destination for artists and wri(Crs, and especially
school children . I believe thaI an undcrsLanding of the natura]
processes at work here will help users see the park as an
interesting environmental laboratory and not a hostile
wasteland waiting to be tamed.
Robert George
Hersch Wright
During my six years of participation in the Pine Ridge
Association, I have developed a deep appreciation of the
PRA's va1ue, not only to its members, but to the public at
large. As the PRA and Coe Park become larger and more
complex, the Association will face several major challenges.
Among them are growth and retention of our membership,
continued improvement of the effectiveness of our many
programs, and maintenance of our spirit and ~can do attitude.
As a senior volunteer, I have established a reputation for
reliability, solid planning, and service to the PRA and the
Park.
As a member of the Board, I would have the
opportunity to contribute my talents and effortS toward the
PRA 's overall planning, and toward our continued success.
ft

A lifelong love of lhe outdoors and a great interest in
environmental issues sparked my original interest in Coe Park
over six years ago. Since that time I have been both a
member of the Pine Ridge Association and a Senior Park
Volunteer, spending hundreds of enjoyable hours in lhe
museum helping to interpret Coc's nalUral resources and varied
trail system to l~e interested public.
i iUlve alsu WOI;.c.1 &i. .:ile hrillual Molh~rs Day Breakfast and
CO_Chaired both the annual art show and the bar-b-que. I have
many years of experience as a volunteer and board member in
other organizaLions and have served in various leadership
capacities where my background in public relations and
advertising has been very beneficia1.
If elected to the PRA board my primary focus would be the
promotion of public awareness of the park through educational
and interpretive programs and helping to create a ba1ance
between these services and the necessary fund raising events.
Thank You
Nancy Filice
Bob George

My favorite vacation spot would be Nonhern California,
September 19, 1526.
What happened here on that date?
Absolutely nothing. That's why I like Coe Park. It is a time
capsule containing a piece of prehistoric Ca1ifornia. I would
like 10 keep it that way, both as a means for people to gain
perspective on where we are by looking at where we have
been, and because J believe that places like Coe Park and the
creatures that make it home have an intrinsic right to ex.ist
beyond any benefit such places might give humans.
ThaI's the ideal. The reality is that, in the future Coe Park
and places like it will come under increasing pressure from
our growing population to offer more to the public. If it's not
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Hersch Wright
Ruberta Wright
I have been a member and active volunteer of the Pine Ridge
Association since 1983. During that time J have served on the
Henry W. Coe State Park Trails Advisory CommitlCe, the
PRA Volunteer Committee and lhe Board of Directors. I have
helped organize Trails Day, PRA work panics and fund
raising projects. Taking pan in the various activities has given
me the opportunity to learn about our park and taught me how
to share thai knowledge with others. As a member of the
Volunteer Committee, I help set up and present the volunteer
training program. 1 feel this training program is an important
step toward creating docents 00 fulfill lhe PRA's purpose of
interpretation and education (and manning the Visitor Center.)
If elected to the Board, I would represent various perspectives
and look forward to helping with the development of the
PRA 's objoctives and goals.

Thank you,
Roberta Wright
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